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In July 1984, the people of New Zealand sanctioned, in a general election, 
the policy of the Labour Party that New Zealand should become nuclear- 
free. For a country which possesses no nuclear weapons, no nuclear-powered 
ships and no peaceful nuclear power plants such a policy might have seemed 
innocuous, even uncontroversial. Instead, it has proved to be one of the 
most momentous foreign policy decisions in the history of the nation. Its 
importance stems from the fact that the Labour Government's decision has 
placed New Zealand on a collision course with a highly valued and powerful 
ally. The United States has treated as a betrayal New Zealand's refusal 
to allow its ships to visit this country's ports if those ships are nuclear- 
powered or nuclear-armed. At the time of writing, the second half of 1985, 
the Americans are stating bluntly that if New Zealand persists with its anti- 
nuclear policy, the United States will review its obligations under the ANZUS 
defence alliance.' New Zealand, after persistent reiteration of the non- 
negotiable nature of its anti-nuclear stand, is preparing legislation to make 
the country nuclear-free and became one of the first signatories of the 
Rarotonga South Pacific Nuclear-Free Zone Treaty 1985, yet at the same 
time emphasises that it wishes to ensure the survival of the ANZUS Treaty. 

It is the purpose of the present article to examine from the perspective 
of International Law the nature of the dispute between New Zealand and 
the United States. The ANZUS Treaty will be examined historically. Then 
certain of its Articles will be analysed legally. This examination and analysis 
will then be tested against current International Law and conclusions will 
be drawn. 

I. ANZUS: THE HISTORICAL CONTEXT 
The ANZUS Security Treaty has been the cornerstone of New Zealand's 

foreign policy since it was signed just seven days before the conclusion of 
the post-war peace treaty with Japan.2 But although the Treaty set up a 
formal defence alliance in the South Pacific among the United States, 
Australia and New Zealand, it has frequently been described as being merely 
declaratory of a pre-existing de facto relationship among the three 
~ igna to r i e s .~  The Treaty did not institute a general or comprehensive system 
of security in the Pacific, comparable to the North Atlantic Treaty, and 
it did not contain any automatic commitments to go to war.4 The Americans 
were unenthusiastic about the Treaty until the eleventh hour and, indeed, 
New Zealand's approach to such an alliance at the end of the Second World 
War was also negative. Official New Zealand policy in 1944 was to oppose 
regional security pacts, favouring rather a world security system. The Prime 
Minister, Peter Fraser, feared that this country was too small to make itself 

I A typical press report is t o  be found in The Press, Christchurch. 23 September 1985, p.8. 
2 The ANZUS reaty was signed by the Unlted States of Amer~ca ,  Australia and New Zealand 

on  1 September 1951 and came Into force on 29 Aprll 1952 
See Starke. The ANZUS Treaty Allrance (1965), p.1. 
See Artlcle IV. 
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heard effectively in a regional security arrangement.5 This view was not 
shared by the Australians, however, and from the time of the San Francisco 
Conference onwards, that country was in constant negotiation with the United 
States concerning a security pact in which it was envisaged that New Zealand 
would be the third partner. The Americans were markedly reluctant, 
apparently simply assuming an identification of interests among the three 
countries.6 

The United States, like New Zealand, seemed to prefer the concept of 
the United Nations security system. But almost from its inception the key 
organ in this system, the Security Council, was hampered by the use of 
the veto. Thus, the concept of regional self-defence arrangements in 
conformity with the United Nations Charter became prominent once more. 
On 11 June 1948, the United States Senate adopted the Vandenberg 
Resolution which was clearly intended to pave the way for what was to 
become NATO, but also had implications for the Pacific. The Resolution 
approved in principle the development of regional arrangements for self- 
defence in conformity with the United Nations Charter and made it a matter 
of state policy for the United States to be associated with any such 
arrangements which affected its national security and were grounded in 
"continuous and effective self-help and mutual aid".' 

NATO came into being on 4 April 1949 and Australia renewed its efforts 
to engage the United States in a Pacific pact but the Americans were still 
unyielding, the Secretary of State, Dean Acheson, stating that the United 
States would confine its regional defence arrangements to NATO.8 

In December 1949, there was a change of government in Australia. The 
new Minister for External Affairs, Spender, became obsessed by the idea 
of a Pacific security treaty and managed to communicate some of his 
enthusiasm to his New Zealand counterpart, Doidge. On 25 June 195 1, 
the Korean War broke out, threatening both Japan and American bases 
in the North Pacific. Australia and New Zealand responded promptly. A 
Pacific treaty now became negotiable. 

In September 1950, Spender had talks in Washington with President 
Truman, and subsequently with Acheson, Harriman, Rusk and Dulles. On 
8 and 9 February 1951, New Zealand Prime Minister Holland met Truman 
in Washington and emphasised New Zealand's security needs in the Pacific. 
Truman, it seems, was now convinced that a tripartite Pacific security pact 
would be worthwhile, but, despite his instructions, Dulles and Rusk were 
still r e t i ~ e n t . ~  

From 14-18 February 195 1,  a tripartite conference of Spender, Dulles 
and Doidge took place in Canberra, ostensibly to deal with the terms of 
a Japanese peace treaty strongly desired by the Americans. Dulles probably 
had no definite instructions to conclude a tripartite pact at the same time 
but intensive discussions took place, and it has been asserted that the eventual 
treaty was substantially drafted during the Canberra Conference.Io 

On 1 March 1951, Dulles felt able to announce that the United States 
would look favourably on an alliance with Australia and New Zealand to 

See Starke, op.c.rt., pp. 13. 
Ibtd, pp. 15-1 8. 

' Senate Resolution 239, 80th Congress, 2nd session. 
fIoc.~rnlc.tlr.~ on /nrernurronul Affurrs 1949-50, pp.93-4. 

" See Starke, op.crr., pp.38-9. 
"' Ihrd., p.40. 
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the effect that the United States would regard any attack upon either country 
as endangering its own peace and security.1' 

On 18 April 195 1, President Truman stated: 

The gobernments of Australia and New Zealand, in connection w ~ t h  the re-establishment 
of peace a l th  Japan,  have suggested an arrangement between them and the United States, 
pursuant to Articles 51 and 52 of the United Nations Charter whlch would make clear that 
in the event of an armed attack upon any one of them in the Pac~fic. each of the three would 
act to meet the common danger In accordance with its constitutional processes; and which 
would establish consultation to strengthen security on the basis of continuous and effective 
self-help and mutual ald.12 

This statement was warmly welcomed by Australia and New Zealand. Doidge 
commented at once: 

So  far as New Zealand is concerned, an arrangement of thls nature would be of immense 
signif~cance. It would provide a guarantee which would liberate us from the nightmare of 
a resurgence of Japanese militarism. It would give to the people of New Zealand an assurance 
of the support of the Power primarily responsible for maintaining peace in the area against 
any renewed threat in the Pacific." 

On 12 July 1951, the draft treaty was initialled in Washington14 and on 
13 July, the text was published in Washington, Canberra, Wellington and 
London. A similar pre-publication occurred before the formal signing of the 
NATO Treaty. It had the general purpose of allowing familiarisation and 
discussion before the signing of a definitive document. With ANZUS there 
were two additional aims. First, the Americans hoped the Treaty would become 
a model for a similar pact with the Philippines. Second, New Zealand and 
Australia thought it might help win public support for what many saw as 
too permissive a peace treaty with Japan.15 

The Treaty was formally signed in San Francisco on 1 September 1951.16 
It was embodied in a White Paper in New Zealand and tabled in Parliament, 
where it was debated in October 1951.17 On 29 April 1952, the three Parties 
deposited instruments of ratification with the Australian Government and 
the Treaty entered into force. 

11. WHY T H E  PARTIES ENTERED ANZUS 
It has frequently been suggested that the ANZUS Alliance was the price 

that Australia and New Zealand exacted from the United States for their 
acquiescence in a Japanese peace treaty with no restrictions on rearmament. 
Starke, however, has asserted that the Treaty had a wider significance and 
was born of communist imperialism in the Pacific.18 Certainly, Australia at 
least seems to have had concerns extending beyond a fear of renewed Japanese 
aggression.19 Spender felt an urgent need for permanent consultative machinery 

I t  NPM. York Tinle.9, 2 Mirs. pp.237-8. cf. ANZUS Treaty. Art~cies I 1  and IV and the Vandenberg 
Resolution. lo(,. (.It. fn. 7. ,  supra. 

' 2  (1951) 22 Current Sotes  on lnternatlonal Affairs. pp. 237. cf. ANZUS Treaty, Artlcles I1 
and 1V and the Vandenberg Resolution, lor. c,rt. fn. 7., supra 
Full text (1951) I Ext. Aff. Re\ .  No 2. p.2. 
See(1951) 1 Ext. Aff. Rev. No. 5, pp.9-10. 

I s  See statement by Doidge In the House of Kepresentatlves. 13 July 1951. (1951) 1 Ext. Aff. 
Re\ .  No. 5, p.7. 

'"ee (1951) 1 Ext. Aff. Rex. S o .  7, pp.2-6. 
See (1951) 295 N.Z.P.D., pp.193-9. 
See Starke, op.c,~t., p.64. 

V h r c l .  pp.65. 
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in the Pacific. If Pacific security was guaranteed, Australia could better fulfil 
its defence obligations elsewhere. Alliance with the United States would entitle 
Australia's voice to be heard in NATO and would, more importantly, give 
its government access to American political and strategic thinking at the 
highest level. Also, as the wars in Korea and Vietnam were to demonstrate, 
Australia felt itself to be vulnerable to communist advances in South-East 
Asia. 

New Zealand seems to have shared these views to some extent. In his 
speech from the Throne in 1952, the Governor-General remarked: 

. . . this Treaty, far from hindering, will reinforce New Zealand's capacity to pursue the 
other maln objects of her external policy - namely, the well-being of the British Commonwealth 
and the effectiveness of the United Nations as the world's greatest hope for peace.2" 

Nevertheless, there is compelling evidence that, for New Zealand, the 
Japanese threat was a weighty factor. In his speech to the House of 
Representatives after the initialling of the ANZUS Treaty, Doidge had said: 

The conclusion of a Treaty of this kind was discussed in connection with the Japanese 
Peace Settlement In which New Zealand's primary concern is to guard against any resurgence 
of Japanese militarism. We could not contemplate with equanimity a situation in which Japan 
might be enabled to embark again on policies of aggression which could bring disaster to 
our people . . . We therefore sought a mutual aid agreement with the United States which 
would give to New Zealand the guarantee of security we d e ~ i r e d . ~ '  

Only three weeks earlier, Doidge had stated: 

. . . in my talks with Mr Dulles 1 emphasised that New Zealand would regard a guarantee 
of her security against aggression tn the Pacific, and particularly from a possible resurgency 
of Japanese milttartsm, as essential if the peace treaty was to Include no explic~t restrtction 
over Japan's ability to rearm.22 

Starke interprets Doidge's words less than literally: 

Although using language which tmplted a contract between the partles concerned, Dotdge 
was really endeavourlug to describe their attitudes rather than the terms of a definite bargain 
between them.23 

Starke's view is questionable, however, in the light of a speech made to 
the House of Representatives by Doidge's successor as Minister of External 
Affairs, Webb: 

I may emphasise that at all consultations, we placed primary emphas~s on security. Neither 
Australia nor New Zealand has forgotten that, in the first phase of the Pacific War, Japan 
came within striking distance of our shores . . . We have put a lot of trust in Japan's plighted 
word and we hope and believe that that trust will not be misplaced, but ~f we are mistaken. 
we have the comforting assurance that the strong right arm of the United States . . . IS ready 
to come to our aid.24 

Thus it seems clear that New Zealand's desire for a Pacific pact, while 
undoubtedly according in substance with Australia's view, involved some 
difference in emphasis. Although New Zealand may not have had many cards 
to play, it seems that it was trying to strike a clear bargain with the United 
States over the Japanese Peace Treaty. 

"' (1952) 297 N.Z.P.D., p.3. 
" (1951) 1 Ext. Aff. Rev. No.5, p.7. 
2 2  (1951) 1 Ext. Aff. Rev. No.1, p.3. 
*' Starke, op.trt., pp.66. 

(195 1) 295 N.Z.P.D., pp. 195. (extracts). 
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It remains to ask why did the United States enter ANZUS when it had 
initially been so reluctant? Not infrequently American spokesmen characterised 
the Treaty as a mere formalisation of existing de facto relationships between 
the United States and Australia and New Zealand.25 This is borne out to 
some extent by the declaratory language of the Fourth Recital to the Treaty, 
which starts: "Desiring to declare publicly and formally their sense of unity 
. . ." But this fails to account for several important provisions in the Treaty 
which imposed new obligations on the Parties.2" 

Dulles saw the ANZUS Treaty as complementing the United States - 
Philippines Defence Treaty and the United States-Japan, Security Treaty. 
Taken together, these pacts protected the Western rim of the Pacific and 
provided peace and security in the area.27 This was, in effect, a westward 
extension of the Monroe Doctrine. Like Australia, the United States was 
apprehensive about Communist designs. Dulles saw a threat of encirclement 
of Japan and, faced with the Sino-Soviet Treaty of Friendship, Alliance and 
Mutual Assistance (1950), wished to extend American defence lines. In 1949, 
the Soviet Union exploded its first nuclear device. Unilateral nuclear deterrence 
now became mutual, and the United States needed strategic air bases. Australia 
and New Zealand were perceived in this context as potentially useful friendly 
countries on the periphery of Communist expansion in South-East Asia. 
Starke concludes: 

. . . if one of America's most Important reasons for s~gning ANZUS was that the alliance 
played a necessary part in her global cold war strategy, then ANZUS could not be cons~dered 
as having only a 'defensive' purpose, using the word 'defensive' in its strict sense. Clearly 
the United States intended that, if at some future time this should become necessary, ANZUS, 
as in the case of NATO, would be adapted to  serve a deterrant aim by assisting in the deterrant 
effect of American strategic retaliatory forces.25 

Australia has slipped into this deterrent role with relative ease.29 New Zealand 
has always resisted it, and never more strongly than at the time of writing. 
The question of the relationship between ANZUS and the nuclear deterrent 
will be dealt with more fully later in this paper. 

111. INTERPRETATION OF T H F  ANZUS TREATY 
The ANZUS Treaty was expressly modelled on the North Atlantic Treaty 

and, indeed, repeats almost verbatim some of its precursor's Articles. 
Nevertheless, it is a narrower instrument because it is only tripartite and 
because it was intended to be only one component in a network of treaties 
desired by the United States. It is a short document, composed of a Preamble 
and eleven relatively brief Articles, and it is silent upon many points which 
might be expected to have been specified. It is, by nature, a regional treaty 
for collective and self-defence and, as such, falls within the ambit of Article 

L5 See Starke, o[~.c ,~t . ,  p.68. 
26 E.g. Art~cle I1 obliges the maintenance and development of an Individual and collect~ve capaclty 

for self-defence; Art~cle I11 obl~ges consultation whenever. In the opinion of any Party, a 
threat exlsts: Art~cles 1V and V contemplate action to meet the common danger when armed 
attack takes place: Article VI1 establishes a Council. 

" See Anlrrrc.un Foreign Pol~cj ,  1950-55, Vol. I, p.882. 
'8 Starkc. 01). c,rl.. p.73. 
" A\ early as the first meetlng of the ANZUS Counc~l on 4 August 1952, the Australian 

represcntatlve, Casey, referred to the alliance as a "permanent association designed to deter 
war from whatever quarter it may threaten and to resist attack, whoever may be the aggressor." 
See Starke, op.c'rr., p.77. 
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51 of the United Nations Charter. However, it does not seem to establish 
a regional organisation within the meaning of Chapter VIII of the Charter, 
and subsequent State practice supports this interpretation. The Australian 
Minister for External Affairs, Casey, described it as being "solely concerned 
with the security of the Parties'yo; and the final recital of the Preamble to 
the Treaty anticipates "the development of a more comprehensive system 
of regional security in the Pacific area." 

Casey also remarked that the Treaty "is not drafted in the precise and 
detailed language of lawyers. The good faith of the parties is not in question."'' 
It can be asserted, therefore, that it was not the intention of the Parties 
to confine their relations to matters covered by the instrument. This being 
so, it may be asked whether the usual strict methods of treaty interpretation 
can be applied to the ANZUS instrument. 32 Certainly the International Court 
of Justice has ruled that the task of interpreting a treaty is legal, not political,33 
and it is submitted that ANZUS should be construed in this way. 

The nature of the Treaty is that it is a pact of alliance. Oppenheim says 
of such treaties: 

. . . many alllances have been concluded without . . . preclse definition, and, consequently, 
disputes have arisen later between the parties as to the casus ,foedrris . . . it is generally for 
the State concerned to  decide, in good faith and with a sense of legal obligation, whether 
a casus foederis has arisen and whether it is bound to render assistance . . .34 

Further, the Treaty sets up machinery for peacetime consultation among 
the Parties. The instrument should therefore be interpreted in a way which 
will enable that machinery to function most effectively.35 

Finally, as Starke points out,36 "inasmuch as it was the intention of ANZUS 
to impinge as little as possible upon the sovereignty of the parties,37 prima 
facie in case of ambiguity, limitations of sovereignty in the provisions of 
the Treatv should be restrictivelv construed." 

In the light of these general comments, and of the travaux prkparatoires 
outlined in the previous sections of this paper, it is now proposed to examine 
those provisions of the ANZUS Treaty which appear directly relevant to 
the present dispute between New Zealand and the united States. 

In the first recital in the Preamble to the Treaty, the Parties reaffirm: 

. . . t h e ~ r  f a ~ t h  in the purposes and principles of the Charter of the United Nations and 
t h e ~ r  desire to  live In peace with all peoples and all Governments, and to strengthen the fabric 
of peace in the Pacific Area. 

"' See R.G. Casey, Fr~ends und Nf~r,yhhour,s, Michlgan State College Press (1955) p.66. 
" Ihrd. 
j2 A slmilar problem arose in relation to the United Nat~ons Charter. See Schachter (1951) 

40 Yale L.J. 193; Feller (1951) 51 Columbla L.R. 538; "Pollux"(1946) B.Y.B.I.L. 69. 
" SeeCondilirions of Admission of u Stute to Memhershrp in the United Nat~on.s C'use, I.C.J. 

Reports 1948, p.57,61; and ('ertain E.~pmses of' the Unrted Natron.~ Cusc., I.C..I. Reports 
1962, p.151,155. 

" Oppenheim International L>UM. 8th ed., Vol.l., p.964. 
j5 See 1,auterpacht (1949) B.Y.B.I.1,. 67-75; a. 
l h  Starke, op.c.ir., p.88. 
': Casey wrote that the Treaty "contains no elaborate provisions fbr puttlng it into effect which 

m~ght  have the effect of i m p ~ n g ~ n g  upon the sovereignty of the parties"; Casey, loc,.cit. fn.30. 
supra. See also Wimhledon Case, Pub. P.C.I.J., Serles A, No 1, (1923) 24; Upper Suvc)~, 
Case, Pub. P.C.I.J., Series A ,  B, No.46 (1932) 167; Advrsorj. Opmion or2 the Fronrrrr hetcc,eeti 
Turh-f,~ uncl Iraq, Pub. P,C.I..I., Serlcs B, No.12 (1925); Lautcrpacht (1949) B.Y.B.I.L. 56- 
67; Oppenheim, Vol. I, p.953. 
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In order to achieve this aim, it seems clear that the Parties must be able 
to consult on all matters which promote or impair the peace in the Pacific, 
even though no threat or  actual attack may exist. The fourth recital reinforces 
this. It reads: 

I>es~ring to declare p~ihlicly ant1 formally their sense of unlty, so that no potential aggressor 
could he under the illusion that any of them stand alone in the Pacific Area. 

These two recitals bear out the contention that consultation is not confined 
to the machinery established by the Treaty. That this is the New Zealand 
point of view was made clear by the New Zealand High Commissioner to 
Australia in March 1985 when he stated: 

It remains the shared objective of the three allies to co-opcrate, as the 'rrcaty puts it. to 
'stl-engthen the fabric of pcacc in the I'acific arca' . . . [Ilhe New Zealand Government was 
disappointed that ~t was found necessary to postpone the proposed meeting ol' the A N Z l J S  
Council: hut there are other ways In wh~cli the dialogue will he p~~rsued. '"  

The principal provisions under which "the dialogue will be pursued" are 
Articles 11 and 111 of the Treaty. Article I11 reads: 

Thc P;u-t~es will consult together whenever in the oplnlon of any ol them the territorial 
~ntegrity, polltical independence or securlty of any ol' the I'artles is threatened in the Pac~l'ic. 

The Article created a right and a duty to consult in the circumstances 
it contemplates. Of that Article the United States Senate Foreign Relations 
Committee said that consultation should not be sought unless the United 
Nations could not deal with the situation and that, in any event, it should 
not be used in situations concerning other friendly States.i9 If this is the 
true interpretation, a fortiori, the Article should not be available in relations 
with 7'reaty Parties. This covers, of course, only obligatory consultation. 
Voluntary consultation remains a sovereign right of any willing State. To 
the extent that ANZUS is a formal expression of a de facto relationship, 
it might be expected that such consultation would be facilitated in disputes 
bctwcen Parties. 

Starke analyses the word "consults" in the context of Article 111 as being 
capable of four meanings.") First, it covers "an interchange of information 
or views." Secondly, it embraces "collective discussion with a view to making 
a decision, or determining a policy in which all parties would concur." Thirdly, 
it may involve "the disclosure by one party to  the others of national policies 
formed; or  of national intentions fixed." Fourthly, it includes "the 
consideration of military plans, in conjunction with the advice of the staffs 
of the Parties." If the strict interpretation suggested by the Senate Foreign 
Iielations Committee is accepted, then nonc of these meanings has any 
particular relevance to the nuclear ships dispute. If, however, a looser 
interpretation is adopted, the third meaning in particular becomes relevant. 
New Zealand has clearly formed the opinion that its security is threatened 
by the presence of nuclcar weapons in its territory. The I'rime Minister has 
stated: 

New Zealand cannot . . . be defcndcd by nuclear weapons. We d o  not wish to he delended 

Speech hy Mr Graham Anscll to the C'anhcrra Branch ot the Institute of 1nternation;tl Allai1-5, 
6 Mal-ch IOX5: (19x5) 35 N.L. Forelgn Affa~rs Review, No.1, pp.47 & 50. 

' ' I  Sec A~~rc,r-rc un Ei)rc,ixn Po/ / (  1, 1950-55. Val. 1 ., p.834. 
41' St:~rke, o p . c . r ~ . ,  p.1 12. 
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by nuclear weapons. The United States and many of the al l~es of the United States carry 
the burden of knowing that the deterrent which defends them will also destroy them and 
all the rest of us if it is ever used.4' 

This looser interpretation of the Article appears justified in the light of 
New Zealand's stated reasons for desiring a Pacific security pact in the first 
place.42 Weight is added to this view by Starke when he prophesies: 

The expression 'security' is capable of being construed In a very broad manner. In the 
sense In which it is used in Article 111, however, it refers narrowly only to the 'lndlv~dual' 
or 'subjective' security of a State, which could include a feehng of na t~ona l  safety or  freedom 
from external danger . . . To what extent the expression . . could embrace sanitary or  
navigat~onal (sea or air) securlty is a debatable question, but one which may need to  be faced 
in the future, particularly havmg regard to  the hazards of nuclear technology.43 

It seems that the time for facing this question has now arrived and that 
New Zealand may well be exercising its right and duty under Article I11 
to communicate its answer to the United States and Australia. 

The other Article in the ANZUS Treaty which contains, by implication, 
a heavy element of consultation is Article IT. It states: 

In order more effectively to  achieve the objective of t h ~ s  Treaty the Parties separately and 
jointly by means of continuous and effectlve self-help and mutual aid will malntain and develop 
their Individual and collective capacity to  resist armed attack.44 

This Article incorporates as a binding provision the essence of the 
Vandenberg Resolution of the United States Sena te .4The  working of the 
Article shows the obligations of the Parties to be both individual and collective. 
They are to maintain and develop their own defences and assist the other 
Parties in developing theirs. Casey was clear that the Article 

. . . obviously does not impose a spec~fic level of armaments on the Parties. But just as 
obviously, we have accepted an unequivocal commitment to maintam adequate defence forces.4" 

This means, as Starke puts it, that: 

No party is bound to  make any speclfic contribution to the defence capaclty of any other 
party, at any particular time or  over any glven period of tlme. Not only is there no specific 
obligation as to the timing, but none also as to the nature and the extent of the assistance 
to be furnished to  other parties.?' 

This interpretation appears to conform with the current view of the New 
Zealand Government. The Prime Minister has said publicly: 

We do not ask, we d o  not expect the Ilnlted States to come to New Zealand's assistance 
with nuclear weapons or  to  present American nuclear capabll~ty as a deterrent to an attacker 
. . . Unlike NATO, the ANZUS alliance has in the past been regarded by the Treaty Partners 
as a conventional alliance, not a nuclear alliance. The Treaty does not oblige New Zealand 
to accept nuclear weapons.4x 

" See Address of 22 February 1985 by Prime Minister Lange to a seminar on disarmament 
and security In Welhngton. M ~ n ~ s t r y  of Foreign Affa~rs Information Bulletin, No.1 I, March 
1985, p.4. 
See, e.g . Doidge's statement, loc.crt. f'n.24, supra. 

4 '  Starke, op.crt.. p. 1 15. 
" Smilar  provisions are to be found in the North Atlantic 'Treaty (Article 3), the U.S.-Ph~hpplnes 

Treaty (Article 11) and the S.E.A.T.0 Treaty (Article 11). 
-'j See text, rnfru, and fn.7.supra 
."' See Casey, op.c.rt., p.67. 
.'' Starke, op.crt., p. 103. 
4X See (1985) 35 N Z. Fore~gn Affairs Kevlew, No. I .  pp.3-7. See also Mr Lange's address 
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Thus New Zealand does not see as part of its obligations under the Treaty 
a duty to accept American nuclear weapons on its soil and it does not expect 
the United States to include such weapons in its duty to maintain and develop 
a collective defence capacity with New Zealand. The term "mutual aid", as 
used in Article 11, is broad in scope. It covers what a Party can reasonably 
be expected to contribute. This might include standardisation of weapons 
systems, integration of armed forces and the availability of military and other 
facilities. It would be stretching the term too far to say that it includes the 
compulsory acceptance against its will by one Party of the weaponry of another 
Party, particularly when that weaponry is of a type which the first Party 
categorically renounces and rejects.49 

In circumstances such as these Article I1 clearly implies consultation of 
a type which is beyond that strictly required by Article 111. The New Zealand 
High Commissioner to Australia expressed the spirit of this consultation 
when he said: 

. . . in taktng the posltton ~t d ~ d  on the entry of nuclear-powered and nuclear-armed ships 
. . . the  New Zealand Government saw its actlons as  entirely compatible with the provisions 
of the  A N Z U S  Treaty, t o  which it remains fully committed. 

We regret that others have seen the decislon in a different light: and that  the American 
response has been to  Impose substant~al  restrictions on  trlpartlte defence co-operation w ~ t h  
Australla and New Zealand. The purpose of the Treaty 1s scarcely served if the effectiveness 
of Neb  Zealand's defence forces 1s deliberately eroded. Notwithstanding current tensions, we 
In Sea Zealand will be almlng In d~scuss ton with our  Treaty Partners t o  restore trilateral 
co-operation as soon as possible."' 

The implication is that it is not New Zealand's initial action, but rather 
the American response to it, that is in breach of the spirit, and possibly 
the letter, of Article 11. 

If consultation is provided for by Article I11 and implied in Article 11, 
it is at the heart of Article VII: 

The Partles hereby establtsh a Councll. conslstlng of thetr Forelgn Ministers or t h e ~ r  Deput~es .  
to consider matters concerntng the ~mplementat ion of this Treaty. The  Councll should be 
so organ~sed as  t o  be able t o  meet at any ttme. 

Case!: has commented that "Article VII does not lay down hard and fast 
arrangements but leaves considerable scope to the three Parties to concert 
their affairs in the light of experience. Much depends, of course, on the 
will to co-operate of the governments concerned."51 Starke remarks that the 
Council "has become almost as important as the Treaty itself."S2 Nevertheless, 
the Council probably only has advisory powers since there is no veto, no 
special voting procedure and no supranational jurisdiction. As a result, its 
recommendations must be unanimous and this requirement is probably 
sufficient to account for the postponement of the meeting due to be held 
in Canberra in July 1985. In the absence of any possibility of agreement 
on the nuclear ships issue, the Americans felt that a Council Meeting would 
be futile. 

to the L'nited Xatlons Conference on Disarmament. <;ene\a. 5 March 1985: Mtntstry of 
F o r e ~ g n  Affa~rs  l n fo rma t~on  Bullet~n. No 11. March 1985. pp.10-14. 
Note that S o r a a y ,  a member of N . A . T . 0 ,  denies bases to forelgn mtlttary forces as long 
as the countr) I S  not attacked o r  under the threat of attack. See (1949) 20 Current Note, 
on International Affatrs, p.441 

"' ( 1985) 35 1 . 2 .  Foretgn AfPalrs K e \ ~ e w .  No. I .  p.50 
' 1  Case).  op.c.~r.. pp.70-1. 
'' Starke. op.c 11 . p. 153. 
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This postponement raises obvious questions relating to withdrawal from 
the Treaty. While Article VII does not say the Council must meet, such 
meetings are implicit in the notion of a consultative body. Without them, 
a vital element of the whole alliance is lacking. 

The question of withdrawal is covered by Article X, which states: 

This Treaty shall remain in force indefinitely. Any Party may cease to  be a member of 
the  Council establ~shed by Ar t~c le  VII one  year after notice has been given to  the Government 
of Australia, which will inform the Governments of the  other Parties of the  deposit of such 
notice. 

This is an unusual provision because, although it allows the Parties to 
withdraw from the Council after giving the prescribed notice, the Treaty 
itself continues indefinitely. Furthermore, it contains no provisions for review 
or revision.53 Thus, Articles which can stand independently of the Council 
form a permanent unalterable doctrine of the three allies. No other Pacific 
security or defence treaty lacks a denunciation provision in this way. The 
reasoning behind this lack was explained by Dulles in 1952: 

The Treaty, as  such, like the  Monroe Doctrine, has n o  fixed d u r a t ~ o n  because the essence 
of the Treaty is recognition of a fact of presumable indefln~te d u r a t ~ o n ,  namely, the fact that  
an  armed attack upon one of the Parties would be dangerous t o  the others. If t h ~ s  ever ceased 
to be the  fact, then the basis for the 'Treaty would disappear and the  Treaty itself could be 
terminated.14 

S o  far none of the Parties has indicated that this prerequisite for termination 
has been fulfilled. It is thus of importance to determine whether there exist 
in International Law any other grounds for withdrawal from a Treaty of 
indefinite duration. 

1V. WITHDRAWAL FROM THF ANZUS ALLIANCE 
Customary international law concerning disputes over treaties has, to a 

very large extent, been codified in the Vienna Convention on the Law of 
Treaties 1969. Although the Convention did not enter into force until January 
1980 and its provisions are not retrospective, it can nevertheless be said to 
be, for the most part, a reliable guide to the customary law in this area. 
Certainly, some of the Convention's Articles exhibit a measure of progressive 
development of the law, but that does not appear to be the case with any 
of the provisions relevant to this topic.55 

Article 56 of the Vienna Convention deals with denunciation of or  
withdrawal from a treaty containing no provision regarding termination, 
denunciation or withdrawal. A party may only withdraw from such a treaty 
if it is established that the parties intended to admit such a possibility or  
if such a right may be implied by the nature of the Treaty. Some members 
of the International Law Commission, which drafted the Vienna Convention, 
took the view that, in treaties of alliance, such as ANZUS, a right of 
denunciation or withdrawal should be implied after reasonable notice. The 
majority, however, were of the opinion that the nature of the treaty was 
not critical. Rather, whether such a right exists is a question of fact, to 

i3 But reblew, revlslon o r  amendment would always be poss~ble  wlth the unanimous consent 
of the Pa r t~es  Subsequent State practlce can also have the practical effect of alterlng a Treaty 

'A See Anlc.rrc,crt~ Forrrjin Polrc:~' 1950-55, Vol. I ,  p.882. 
" See 1. M .  S~ncla i r  7%ir Clrnrrn ('onvention or? the 1 . u ~ .  of 7i.rut1r.s 1973. S~nc la l r  d~scusses 

those Artlcles whlch exemplify progrcsslvc development but doe5 not mentlon In thls context 
Art~cles  56. 60 o r  62 
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be determined by reference to all the circumstances of the case.s6 Obvious 
questions which would have to be asked include: what were the intentions 
of the parties? and would unilateral withdrawal be inconsistent with the 
character of the Treaty? 

In the case of ANZUS, the answer to the first question seems to have 
been provided by Dulles.57 Only if a Party defected to the extent that it 
ceased to be a member of the Western Alliance would it be possible to say 
that the Parties must have intended termination in such circumstances. In 
contrast, the New Zealand Prime Minister has stated that ANZUS is 

. . . ~ a l u a b l e  as a conventional alliance. New Zealand remains willing and able t o  contribute 
to convent~onal  defence relationships. Tha t  contribution has been substantial in the past and 
will not u i l l~ngly  be diminished In the future.58 

In concert with remarks made by New Zealand's representatives during 
negotiations and at the signature and ratification of ANZUS, this statement 
indicates that it has never been New Zealand's intention to distance itself 
from the kind of alliance envisaged by Dulles. 

As far as the second question is concerned, given that the ANZUS Treaty 
represents essentially an extension of the Monroe Doctrine, it seems that 
it would be hard for the United States to contemplate unilateral withdrawal 
without inconsistency, for this would be tantamount to saying that New 
Zealand was no longer of relevance to  American spheres of influence, an 
unlikely conclusion in view of this country's proximity to Australia and 
Antarctica and the wide spectrum of its relationship with the United States 
in non-military fields of activity. Thus, short of a drastic realignment of 
New Zealand's alliances, it is not easy to imagine circumstances which would 
justify unilateral withdrawal. 

The next provision of the Vienna Convention which may be relevant is 
Article 60. which deals with the termination or suspension of the operation 
of a treaty as a consequence of a material breach. The term "material breach" 
is defined in paragraph 3 as including "the violation of a provision essential 
to the accomplishment of the object or purpose of the treaty."The International 
Law Commision's commentary elaborated: 

But other provlslons considered b! a party to be essential to the effective execution of 
the Treaty may have been Lery ma te r~a l  in Inducing ~t t o  enter into the Treaty a t  all, even 
though these provisions may be of an ancillary c h a ~ a c t e r . ~ ~  

The main purposes of the ANZUS Treaty are expressed in Articles 11, 
I11 and IV. Articles I1 and I11 have already been dealt with. Article IV, 
in its material part, reads: 

Each Party recognlses that an  armed attack in the Pacific Area on  any of the Parties would 
be dangerous to  its own  peace and safety and declares that it would act t o  meet the common 
danger in accordance with its const i tu t~onal  processes. . 

Obviously, an infringement of this Article, such as a refusal to set 
constitutional processes in action when an attack took place, would constitute 
a material breach; as would a refusal to consult under Article 111, or an 

56 See "Commentaries o n  Draft Articles" (1967) 61 A.J.I.L.,  263-463, (Draft Article 53.) See 
also Sinclair, op.cit., p.102. 

i' Lor, t rt. fn.54.supra. 
" ( 1985) 35 N.Z. Foreign Affalrs Revleu. No. I ,  p. 13. 
'" 1967) 6 1 A.J.I.L..  426 (Draft Article 57). 
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abandonment of any defensive capabilities such as are contemplated in Article 
11. However, it is far from clear that a refusal to be associated with nuclear 
weapons, while nevertheless being willing to observe the three Articles in 
question, would amount to a material breach. Certainly there is no indication 
in the travauxpr&paratoires dealt with earlier in this paper that the Americans 
intended and that New Zealand understood that compliance with Article 
I1 involved acceptance of the United States nuclear deterrent in New Zealand 
territory. New Zealand has consistently over four decades displayed an attitude 
to nuclear disarmament which would be wholly inconsistent with an acceptance 
of ANZUS as a nuclear alliance. The Prime Minister has recently stated: 

From New Zealand's perspective, ANZUS has always been an alliance resting on conventional 
defence co-operat~on.h" 

The attitude of successive New Zealand governments in nuclear arms control 
further supports this assertion. Nevertheless, the United States, because it 
will neither confirm nor deny that its ships are carrying nuclear weapons, 
might be expected to take the view that the Treaty cannot be effectively 
executed if New Zealand persists with its anti-nuclear policies. On a practical 
level, it would presumably be necessary for the Americans to show that they 
could not perform their duties under the Treaty without access to New Zealand 
ports, and that joint exercises on the high seas would not alleviate this problem. 
This might be hard to sustain in light of the Prime Minister's stated position 
that: 

The conventional forces of the Unlted States land, sea and air - are welcome at any 
time in New Zealand for exerclses . . .hi 

The consequences of a material breach, if this could be shown, are essentially 
that the operation of the Treaty, at least vis-a-vis the defaulting state, is 
suspended or terminated.h2 

Should the United States be unable to establish a material breach on New 
Zealand's part, they may nevertheless attempt to argue a fundamental change 
of circumstances since the Treaty was concluded. Article 62 of the Vienna 
Convention embodies a controversial rule of International Law known as 
rebus sic stantibus. There is considerable evidence in customary international 
law of the existence of this rule, dealing with changed circumstances, but 
the International Court has never committed itself. The International Law 
Commission's commentary says that State practice shows: 

a wide acceptance of the vlew that a fundamental change of clrcumstances may justify 
a demand for the determination or revlslon of a treaty, but also shows a strong disposition 
to question the right of a party to denounce a Treaty unilaterally on this ground.h3 

The Commission decided that the rule, in a carefully circumscribed form, 
should find a place in the modern law of Treaties: 

A Treaty may remain in force for a long time and its stipulations come to place an undue 
burden or one of the Partles as a result of fundamental change of clrcumstances. Then. if " 
the other Party were obdurate in opposing any change, the fact that International Law recognlsed 
no legal means of termmating or modifying the Treaty otherwise than through a further agreement 
betwcen the same parties might lmposea seriousstrain on the relations betwecn the States 

hll Mlnlstry of Foreign Affairs lnformat~on Bulletin No.1 I, March 1985, p.8. 
" (19x5) 35 N.Z. Foreign Affairs Review No.]., p.6. 
6: Sce the V~enna Convention, Art~clc 60(2)(a), (b) and (c). 
"' (1967) 61 A.J.I.L., 430. (Draft Artlcle 59). 
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concerned: and the dissatisfied State might u l t~mately  be d r ~ b e n  to  take actlon outslde the 
law. The number of cases calling for the appl icat~on of the rule is l~ke ly  to  be comparatively 
small.h4 

Article 62 contains certain prerequisites to its invocation. First, there must 
be a change in the circumstances which existed at the time when the treaty 
was concluded. In the case of ANZUS the United States could possibly argue 
that nuclear proliferation since the early 1950s has meant that effective 
operation of the Treaty requires the presence of its nuclear deterrent. New 
Zealand might respond that this is achange of degree rather than afundamental 
change of circumstances. At the time the Treaty was concluded, the United 
States was a nuclear power, yet it was never among the intentions of the 
Parties that the Treaty should have a nuclear component. The second 
prerequisite, that the change be fundamental, is also covered by this response. 
New Zealand might add that, since it is still willing to engage in conventional 
exercises on its territory and welcome conventional ships in its ports, the 
change in its policy vis-a-vis nuclear-powered and nuclear-armed vessels is 
less than fundamental in relation to the central provisions of the Treaty. 
The third prerequisite is that the existence of the circumstances alleged to 
have changed constituted an essential basis of the consent of the parties to 
be bound by the Treaty. Exactly what change might satisfy this test in relation 
to ANZUS is not immediately clear. The essential basis of consent at the 
time ANZUS was concluded was concisely put in the communiquir of the 
first ANZUS Council Meeting: 

We reaff~rm that ou r  Governments are dedicated to  the strengthening and furtherance of 
friendly and peaceful relationsh~ps among nations in the Pacific area. In so doing, we emphasise 
that  the purpose of the  ANZUS Treaty IS solely the defence of its members against a g g r e s s ~ o n . ~ ~  

Thus the essential basis of the consent of the Parties was the conviction 
that the three Parties should stand together in the event of an armed attack 
upon any of them in the Pacific. No one seems to have asserted that this 
should no longer be the case since the dominant fear of the Americans and 
to some extent Australians,h6 that an expansion of communism could only 
be halted by an extension of the  onr roe Doctrine, does not seem to have 
abated since 1952. Article 62 links the final prerequisite to this last. The 
effect of the change must be radically to transform the extent of obligations 
still to be performed under the Treaty. Again, it is hard to see how the 
United States could claim that an anti-nuclear policy on the part of New 
Zealand, asserted solely on a territorial basis, could have the effect of radically 
transforming American obligations under ANZUS. At most it might oblige 
certain American ships to visit Australian ports for resupply and recreational 
purposes rather than calling in New Zealand. In relation to the underlying 
objectives of the Treaty and the intentions of the Parties, it does not appear 
that there would be any more than a minimal change in the obligations 
still to be performed by any Party under the Treaty. 

The foregoing suggestions as to arguments which might be advanced by 
the United States and countered by New Zealand within the ambit of Article 

"I lhld. 43 1. 
ANZUS Counc~l .  Honolulu. 4-6 August 1952 (1952) 2 Ext. Aff. Re \ .  No.9. p.1 I. 

hh  In 1952. Australla clearl) st111 feared Japan,  but u a s  also turnlng its eyes towards South- 
East Aala. The S.E.A.T.O. Treaty recogn~sed t h ~ s  concern. and later Australla was lnslstent 
on prompt and escalating Amencan ~n \o l \ emen t  In Vietnam. See Michael Sexton. Wnr for 
f l ~ e  AtX~ng (1981). 
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62 are, of course, only speculative. Nor d o  they claim to be exhaustive. As 
long ago as 1963, Ncw Zealand took a formal decision never to permit the 
storage, testing or  manufacture of nuclear weapons on its territory.'17 The 
United States must be taken as having acquiesced in this policy. The fourth 
Labour government regards it as a logical extension of this long-standing 
policy to prohibit the presence of nuclear weapons on visiting ships. The 
above analysis of the possible cffect of the termination and suspension 
provisions of the Vienna Convention suggests tentatively, as is appropriate 
in a situation which is yet to be resolved, that New Zealand's anti-nuclear 
policy is not sufficient, in itself, to provide a legaljustification for an American 
denunciation of the Treaty. The United States is, of course, free to withdraw 
from thc Council after the proper period of notice has elapsed. But it is 
the prcsent writer's cautious opinion that the "permanent" nature of the other 
Articles of the ANZUS Treaty is, at present, not sufficiently threatened for 
an American withdrawal to be conducted in conformity with current 
international law. 

V. ANZUS A N D  I H t  Nr~c  L F A R  D F T F R R E N ~  
It seems appropriate to conclude this paper with a brief consideration of 

the role of the nuclear deterrent in ANZUS. If. as the Parties to the Treaty 
have repeatedly asserted, the ANZUS alliance represented one link in a chain 
designed to cxtcnd the Monroe Doctrine, it must follow that the Americans 
would have regarded it from the outset as being potentially capable of serving 
their global strategy of nuclear deterren~e.~x However, as has been noted 
above,") the Parties publicly insisted that the role of the Treaty was purely 
defensive. 

Ncverthcless, Starkc cites Harwick as having statcd in the House of 
Representatives on 30 October 1963 that: 

the Americ;~ri authoritle\ rnade it clear- t o  h ~ m  th ;~ t  in thc event ol per-slstence in propo\;lls 
for the deni~cle;~r-isation of the S o ~ ~ t h e r n  Hernisphcrc Amcrrca would not only he opposed 
to t h ~ s ,  but 'would have to rctli~nk 11s relationsli~p witti us in AN/IIS."(' 

Farlier, in 1962, Rarwick had said: 

Australla docs not now provitle base lacrlities l o r  nucleal- weapons oC other countries; but 
we have not glben ;In i lnder tak~ng never t o  d o  \(I. S o  t o  d o  would, apart l rom all else, ilmount 
to  a I-elusal to co-opcrate with our  allies on  some occa5lon of urgent need lor them and 
lor u \ . '  

Certainly in the past, the American entitlenlcnt to use its nuclcar dctcrrcnt 
by way of retaliatory response to an ANZlJS c~asu.s,fhederis has not been 
disputed by Australia or New Zealand. Equally, it does not appear ever 
t o  have been argued that thc Americans would be bound to d o  so. There 
is no reciprocity in this area. The United States might refrain from using 
nuclcar weapons out of considerations relating exclusively to its own security. 
Conversely, alliance with the Unitcd Statcs might expose Australia and New 
Zealand against their will to nuclear attack. Starke has commented, in terms 
which scem somewhat datcd: 

"' Sec (19x5) 35 Forelgn Atfail-\ I<e\rcw No. I ,  p.48. 
'"Scc Starkc. lo( .(.I(. ln.28,  sup^;^ 

'"' Yee A N / O S  Council ( ' o rnm~~nrq l~e ,  lo(. .c~/.  fn.65. supra. 
" Scc S t a ~  kc. op.c 1 1 . .  p 230 

11962) 33 C'u~lcnt  Notes  or^ I~~tern;rt~orinl AlI';t~rs, No.7. p 44 
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They have decided that they cannot contract out of such a hazard in an alliance with 
a country possessing dominant nuclear strength; they can hope inter alia that the processes 
of day to day consultation within the ANZUS framework will llmit the incidence of the risk, 
and that an American decision will be taken with due regard for the wishes and support 
of allies. . . These are the only terms under which they can enjoy the bounty of the nuclear 
~ m b r e l l a . ~ 2  

New Zealand has now decided that it can and must contract out of the 
nuclear hazard. The Prime Minister has been unequivocal: 

. . . New Zealand is not, and has never been, part of any nuclear strategy. No nuclear 
weapons have ever been based or stored in New Zealand. New Zealand has not assisted, 
and does not assist, in any system of strategic nuclear defence . . . New Zealand is not half- 
hearted in ~ t s  course. When we exclude nuclear weapons from New Zealand, we exclude the 
possib~lity of a nuclear defence of New Zealand. We d o  not ask to be defended by the nuclear 
weapons we exclude and we do not ask any nuclear power to deter any enemy of New Zealand 
by the threatened use of nuclear weapons against that enemy.73 

The lines are thus clearly drawn. Only time will tell whether New Zealand 
and the United States are on an irreversible collision course in terms of 
the ANZUS Treaty. It therefore seems appropriate to conclude with the words 
of a great international lawyer, Lord McNair; words which should be 
cautionary to all Parties in the ANZUS debate: 

1 d o  not think it is fully realised at  present in regard to regional pacts, that they not only 
impose obligations upon the guarantors, but confer upon the guarantors a certain degree of 
control over the Parties who are guaranteed. It is the greatest mistake in the world to think 
that when State A has given a guarantee to State B, then State B thereupon has carte blanche 
in its foreign policy. The fact that one state has guaranteed another puts that guaranteeing 
State in a position to give advice of a very authoritarian character.'? 

' 2  Starke, op.i,rt., pp.23 1-232. 
' I  (1985) 35 Foreign Affairs Rev~ew. No. I ,  pp. 12-13. 
'4 Lord McNair, Collective Sec,urit!. ( 1935) p.392. 




